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Comprehensive monitoring – independently of
proprietary systems

The „DAW Deutsche Amphibolin-Werke von Robert Murjahn Stiftung & Co KG“ Group develops, manufactures and
distributes high-quality paints, varnishes, enamels, chemical coatings as well as materials for thermal insulation and
building protection. DAW is the market leader for building paints in Germany, Austria and Turkey. With a revenue of
more than 1 billion euros, it is the third largest company in the industry in Europe. DAW has approximately 3,500 employees in Germany, about 5,000 worldwide and has 140 locations in Germany, 180 worldwide in more than 30 countries.
The company‘s headquarters are located in the Odenwald region, about 35 km from the Frankfurt / Main international
airport. The DAW Group positions itself as an innovative supplier of products and services for designing and decorating
interiors and living spaces, while at the same time protecting the environment with a focus on sustainability. DAW‘s
national and international success is primarily based on its three core competencies: quality, product range and design
expertise.
The DAW Group, the leading manufacturer of coatings and building paints in Germany and the third largest company in
this sector in Europe, manages a complex IT environment that consists of a wide variety of systems. The Group makes
use of an MPLS network to connect the various locations and there are also two data centers hosting key IT systems
as well as various smaller „IT spaces“ at the local sites. To monitor the performance and availability of individual IT
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Five key areas
In implementing the project, special attention was given to five areas that were particularly important to DAW:
1. SAP Monitoring
Monitoring the SAP systems takes place in two different ways: On the one hand, the data from SAP‘s own monitoring
system CCMS (Computing Center Management System) is used to generate status and performance information that
is displayed as status messages and graphs. However, all parameters being within their respective thresholds does not
necessarily mean that an application is actually available to users. Therefore, a number of end-2-end scripts were programmed to be executed in regular intervals. These perform automated user interactions with the system. An example
sequence would be: Logging in to the SAP GUI, executing a number of transactions in order to ensure that a specific
archive is available. In addition to being able to check whether certain user actions could be carried out or not, it is also
possible to measure how long it takes for a transaction to complete. This means that DAW now knows whether a specific transaction was available and how long it took to execute.
2. End-2-End monitoring
End-2-end monitoring enables DAW to simulate and monitor transactions and processes from a user‘s perspective. In
addition to the end-2-end monitoring of SAP transactions there were also scripts created to monitor a web shop, Citrix
sessions and email communication. With their flexible approach and their expertise, it-novum‘s experts were able to
fully fulfill DAW‘s requirements.
3. Event Correlation
With services such as email there are a number of interacting events which have to be monitored. Are all mail servers
involved in the process available? Is it possible to send emails to an external mailbox and to retrieve them from there?
Is there a working internet connection? DAW relies heavily on Event Correlation in many areas (SAP, Citrix, network
infrastructure, to name just a few).
Example: An Event Correlation parameter could also be the status result of an end-2-end measurement
4. Reporting
Since being able to document the availability of IT systems is becoming increasingly important, another key area for
DAW was Reporting. In particular, DAW needed to be able to list and present correlated values as well as the results of
end-2-end measurements. On a monthly basis DAW will generate 140 reports. These are made available on a shared
network drive.
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5. Data Visualization
In order to be able to have an overview of all areas at any time, a suitable data visualization solution was high on DAW‘s
priority list. With NagVis, openITCOCKPIT‘s built-in visualization tool, DAW now has a flexible visualization tool that will
also make use of status information (including event correlation and end-2-end monitoring). DAW makes extensive use
of these cards for their network operations center.

Goals achieved
The objectives of the project – implementing a monitoring solution and optimizing existing IT processes and systems
– were reached and all client requirements fulfilled. Michael Kienle, it-novum‘s CEO: “With the successful implementation of openITCOCKPIT at DAW we have once again proven the suitability of our business open source solutions. Open
source software is a tried and proven solution not only for „early adopter“ companies, but also for medium and large
businesses looking for reliable, yet flexible solutions with an excellent price/performance ratio.“
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it-novum About us

Why you should talk to it-novum...
it-novum is the leading IT consulting company for business open source in the German speaking market. Founded in
2001, it-novum is a subsidiary of the listed KAP AG.
Monitoring, IT documentation, ticket systems - when it comes down to IT service management as integrated service,
we have the right solutions at hand: with the ITSM Suite from it-novum, organizations can seamlessly integrate open
source software tools like i-doit (documentation), ((OTRS)) Community Edition (ticket system), JDisc (discovery) and
our in-house development openITCOCKPIT (monitoring). This way, users across all departments can benefit from
integrated IT services.

Outstanding support, consulting and
successful project implementation
Don‘t worry. Our individual support models help you to solve all kinds of problems. Our team supports you
with operating your ITSM solution with guaranteed Service Level Agreements. With many years of experience in
the field of ITSM, we provide you with the best consulting your project needs - from planning and conception to
implementation.
Our entire ITSM team is ITIL certified!

Monitoring solution for holdings and
medium-sized businesses
Our monitoring software openITCOCKPIT provides
services transparency by monitoring your entire IT
landscape. openITCOCKPIT offers features such as high
scalability, SAP monitoring, cluster capability and an
intuitive web interface with a modular structure.
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